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HIGHLIGHTS

 n Transmit offers a 
complete Access 
Management solution

 n Deep endpoint integration 
with history

 n Journey Player™ abstracts 
identity logic from 
applications

 n Uses Gartner CARTA-
based approach for real-
time risk decisioning

 n Integrates with existing 
WAM and AM solutions

Modernizing Single Sign-on (SSO)
Web access management (WAM) has been around since the early days of the internet as we 
know it today. At its most basic, it’s an authentication and authorization platform that was 
developed to solve the challenge of single sign-on in enterprise environments in the late 1990s 
and early 2000s.

WAM uses an agent and hub approach where IT administrators are required to install an agent 
on a web server that in turn communicates to a centralized policy server in the data center. 
This was a perfect approach back in the days of well-defined perimeters where applications 
and services were under the direct control of an organization’s IT teams.

Fast-forward to today and you’ll find many of these systems still in active use, and deeply 
woven into the legacy IT infrastructure. Even though WAM is widely deployed with large user 
bases, unfortunately the technology hasn’t kept up with the times with its agent-hub approach. 
With SaaS, cloud, APIs and mobile there is no workable option to install an agent on someone 
else’s servers. Realizing that their days were numbered, most legacy WAM vendors deprecated 
their offerings where today most are on life support with only security patches, and some are 
even officially end of life.

Figure 1: The challenges of web access management in today’s modern enterprise 
environments.

The Rise of Access Management
With the agent-based web access management limited to data centers, another solution was 
needed. Many vendors now offer what is today called access management (AM).

AM takes the core of web access management functionality and adds a proxy-based service 
that routes application traffic anywhere from servers inside the perimeter or to any destination 
in the cloud.  When a user accesses a website, they are routed via proxy to the authentication 
service. Once logged in, they are safely off to their destination, wherever that may be.

The proxy approach enables full access to modern cloud services including SaaS, public cloud, 
hybrid-cloud, and multi-cloud. AM also added multi-factor authentication to shore up the weak 
password-based credentials used by WAM.
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Transmit Security’s Access Management+
Transmit Security offers a robust, fully-featured access management solution, and provides 
new features to take it to the next level for Access Management+.

Figure 2: Transmit Security builds on the foundation of Web Access Management 
and Access Management.

Using the foundation and functionality of web access management, Transmit adds in the 
multi-factor and proxy-based services of AM, then adds endpoint integration and history, our 
programmable Journey Player, and cross-channel continuous adaptive risk decisioning.

Transmit Journey Player

Transmit’s Journey Player and Journey Editor abstract identity logic and decisioning from 
individual applications and centralize it within the Transmit Platform. Using Transmit’s Journey 
Player SDK, developers create integration points within the applications that are then controlled 
by Over-the-Air Journeys in the Journey Editor. When invoked from the application, the Journey 
Player returns the result and the application goes about its business.

Figure 3: The Transmit Journey Player removes identity logic from applications to 
simplify management, speed deployment and reduce the risk of errors.

No matter how simple or complex, the graphical tools in the Journey editor make it easy to 
manage and deploy identity and access controls centrally instead of line-by-line, application-by-

Endpoint History, 
Journey Player™, 
and Cross-Channel 
Continuous 
Adaptive Risk 
Decisioning

extend Access 
Management to 
be more secure 

and agile
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Transmit Security 
uses the CARTA 
approach      

for real-time risk 
assessments and 

decisioning              

application. Transmit customers regularly report that it only takes minutes to deploy changes 
to identity systems instead of months, or in some cases, even years.

The centralized and standardized identity logic also significantly reduces errors and ultimately 
risk, while providing sophisticated identity controls without having to touch a single line of 
application code.

Deep Endpoint Integration and History

Although many access management solutions offer device characteristics such as location 
data, IP addresses, and device IDs, Transmit adds the dimension of time to build a historical 
profile of the device and its relationship to the user. 

For example instead of just querying the current location, the Transmit platform looks at “right 
now” and evaluates if the current location is consistent with the previous times the device was 
used. The same goes for IP addresses, times when the device is normally used, registration 
data, and many more variables. Transmit goes well beyond the instant snapshots of device 
information, although that’s available too if needed to build a user journey.

Only Transmit offers this historical baseline that is a trusted source of identity in and of itself 
and it’s available for use in any user journey deployed for any application, across any channel.

Cross-Channel Continuous Adaptive Risk

Using a centralized risk score for every user, administrators can adjust risk weighting from 
any one of the available risk elements and have it updated in real time. Risk data can be 
consolidated from almost any source within the identity and risk infrastructure including 
authenticators, devices, systems, channels, 3rd-party risk engines, profiles and attribute 
snapshots to build a dynamic score that keeps pace with the user as they move through 
applications and channels.

Figure 4: Cross-Channel Continuous Adaptive Risk sets Transmit apart from other 
access management solutions.

With this score, Transmit’s risk-aware policy engine dynamically increases or decreases friction 
depending on the situation. If the user is verified with a strong authenticator, perhaps they don’t 
need to reauthorize every 20 minutes. If a user is traveling outside of their home country, they 
may have to use two-factor every time they log in. Those are some of the many possibilities. 
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The granular controls can use step-ups, restrictions, third-party approvals, and device 
management actions for nearly any combination of scenarios.

Transmit monitors and adjusts risk at every step across every channel including mobile, SaaS, 
and public cloud. Our consolidated view across all systems and events catches threats that 
can’t be detected by systems that operate independently and can increase friction only when 
needed and decrease it when it’s not.

Summary
Web Access Management is at its end of life with most organizations looking to modernize 
their existing infrastructure. Proxy-based access management is its successor with support 
for cloud, mobile, SaaS and multi-factor authentication. Transmit encompasses the features of 
both web access management and access management then adds endpoint integration with 
history, the highly agile Journey Player, and cross-channel continuous adaptive risk decisioning 
for Access Management+.


